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3ECURITY MEDIA AND 
MULTICULTURAL CITIZENSHIP
! COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY
-ARIE 'ILLESPIE
/PEN 5NIVERSITY
@ARSQ@BS   4HIS SPECIAL ISSUE REPORTS ON A COLLABORATIVE 5+ RESEARCH 
PROJECT WHICH EXAMINED HOW NEW SECURITY CHALLENGES ARE CONSTITUTED IN 
THE INTERSECTING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN POLITICAL AND MILITARY ACTORS NEWS 
PRODUCERS NEWS REPRESENTATIONS AND DISCOURSES AND NEWS AUDIENCES 4HIS 
ARTICLE INTRODUCES THE ETHNOGRAPHIC REPORTS WHICH FOLLOW AND DESCRIBES THE 
THEORETICAL PREMISES AND METHODOLOGICAL STRATEGIES OF THE RESEARCH )T OUTLINES 
AN INNOVATIVE MULTIDISCIPLINARY METHODOLOGY n @)NTEGRATED -ULTIDISCIPLINARY 
-EDIA !NALYSIS n WHICH INTEGRATES #OLLABORATIVE -EDIA %THNOGRAPHY A NOVEL 
METHOD IN ITSELF	 WITH INSTITUTIONAL AND TEXTUAL ANALYSIS 4HIS COMBINATION 
OF MUTUALLY INFORMING APPROACHES AFFORDS UNIQUE INSIGHTS INTO SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL PROCESSES 4HE RESEARCH PROCESS BEGAN WITH EXPLORATIONS OF HOW PUBLIC 
KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING OF SECURITY ISSUES RELATE TO AND ARE SHAPED BY 
EVERYDAY CULTURES OF MEDIA PRACTICE THE SUBJECT OF THE FOLLOWING REPORTS 
#OMBINED WITH THE FINDINGS OF RESEARCHERS INVESTIGATING THE PERCEPTIONS 
AND WORKING PRACTICES OF SECURITYPOLICY AND MEDIA PROFESSIONALS AND 
OTHERS WORKING ON THE TEXTUAL ANALYSIS OF SALIENT NEWS BROADCASTS OUR STUDY 
REACHES THREE MAIN CONCLUSIONS &IRST THAT RITUALIZED INTERACTIONS BETWEEN 
POLICYMAKERS JOURNALISTS AND @CITIZEN AUDIENCES CONSTITUTE THE MEDIAnSECURITY 
NEXUS AS A @BATTLESPACE OF MUTUAL DISRESPECT AND SUSPICION 3ECOND THAT THIS 
EXACERBATES THE MARGINALIZATION AND RACIALIZATION OF MANY ETHNIC MINORITY 
GROUPS BUT IN PARTICULAR "RITISH -USLIMS WHO FACE DECLINING PROSPECTS FOR 
MULTICULTURAL CITIZENSHIP 4HIRD THAT SECURITY POLICYMAKERS MUST STRUGGLE 
TO FIND PUBLIC LEGITIMACY IN VIEW OF THE GROWING SCEPTICISM AND HOSTILITY OF 
NATIONAL AND DIASPORIC NEWS MEDIA AND AUDIENCES
JDXVNQCR   CITIZENSHIP COLLABORATIVE ETHNOGRAPHY )RAQ 7AR  
MULTICULTURALISM NEWS MEDIA CULTURES RACIALIZATION SECURITY @7AR ON 4ERROR 
)NTRODUCTION
/UR  RESEARCH PROJECT  @3HIFTING 3ECURITIES .EWS #ULTURES BEFORE AND 
AFTER THE )RAQ 7AR  FORMED PART OF A RESEARCH PROGRAMME FUNDED BY 
THE 5+S %CONOMIC AND 3OCIAL 2ESEARCH #OUNCIL %32#	 ON THE THEME 
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.EW #HALLENGES  TO 3ECURITY  %32# AWARD NUMBER nn &ULL 
PROJECT DETAILS CAN BE FOUND AT WWWMEDIATINGSECURITYCOM	 4HE @3HIFT 
ING 3ECURITIES PROJECT BUILT UPON PREVIOUS ANALYSIS OF NEWS COVERAGE OF 
THE  3EPTEMBER  ATTACKS IN THE 53! AND RECEPTION OF THE COVERAGE 
AMONG TRANSNATIONAL AUDIENCES IN THE 5+ IN THE THREE MONTHS FOLLOWING 
THESE EVENTS  'ILLESPIE A /&#/- 	 4HAT  SNAPSHOT  STUDY 
WAS EXTENDED IN THIS PROJECT WHICH TRACKED @SHIFTING SECURITIES AMONG 
DIVERSE AUDIENCE GROUPS OVER  MONTHS !PRIL  TO -ARCH 	 WHILE 
INVESTIGATING TEXTUAL AND INSTITUTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF MEDIA PRODUCTION
4HIS ARTICLE INTRODUCES SELECTED REPORTS BY ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCHERS ON 
THE ARTICULATIONS OF SECURITY ISSUES MEDIA USES AND PERCEPTIONS AND RELATED 
SOCIAL CULTURAL AND POLITICAL CONCERNS AMONG DIVERSE AUDIENCES IN THE 5+ 
PARTICULARLY MINORITY ETHNIC AND RELIGIOUS GROUPS 4HE FOCUS OF THIS ARTICLE 
IS ON THE METHODOLOGICAL AND THEORETICAL UNDERPINNINGS OF THE RESEARCH
! KEY AIM OF THE STUDY WAS TO PIONEER )NTEGRATED -ULTIDISCIPLINARY -EDIA 
!NALYSIS )--!	 AS AN EMPIRICAL APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF MEDIATED POLITICAL 
AND POLICY COMMUNICATION USING AN INTEGRATED METHODOLOGICAL DESIGN 
WHICH ARTICULATES ANALYSES OF MEDIA PRODUCTION MEDIA TEXTS AND MEDIA 
RECEPTION 4HE EVENTS AND ISSUES ADDRESSED HERE n THE  INTERSECTIONS OF 
NATIONAL INTERNATIONAL LOCAL AND GLOBAL SECURITY POLICY AND ITS IMPACTS 
QUESTIONS OF POLITICAL AUTHORITY AND LEGITIMACY CITIZENSHIP SOCIAL COHESION 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND INTEGRATION n ARE OF GREAT AND WIDE INTEREST &OR 
US AS RESEARCHERS HOWEVER THE THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL INTEGRATION OF A 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY METHOD APPLICABLE IN PRINCIPLE TO ANY TOPIC OF POLITICS 
AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS HAS BEEN OF PARAMOUNT SIGNIFICANCE (OW RESEARCH IS 
CONDUCTED MUST BE CONNECTED TO WHAT THE RESEARCH FINDS
4HREE RESEARCH TEAMS @3TRANDS	 WORKED TO A COORDINATED TIMETABLE 
REGULARLY UPDATING ONE ANOTHER ON RESEARCH FINDINGS AND RECALIBRATING 
APPROACHES TO MAXIMIZE CONSISTENCY AND MUTUAL ILLUMINATION 3TRAND ! 
DEVELOPED THE METHODOLOGY OF @COLLABORATIVE MEDIA ETHNOGRAPHY  PION 
EERED IN THE  3EPTEMBER PROJECT ! MIX OF INTERVIEWS AND PARTICIPANT 
OBSERVATION ENABLED US TO EXAMINE DIVERSE GROUPS CULTURES OF NEWS MEDIA 
PRACTICE IN DEPTH AND DETAIL OVER TIME AND ACROSS PLACES 4HE INITIAL AIM 
WAS TO ANALYSE THE IMPACT OF THE )RAQ 7AR  ON CONCEPTS AND PERCEP 
TIONS OF SECURITY IN 5+ CIVIL SOCIETY IN THE CONTEXT OF THE INCREASING DIVERSITY 
OF NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL NEWS SOURCES AND AUDIENCES AND GROWING 
CONCERNS ABOUT SOCIAL COHESION AND MULTICULTURAL CITIZENSHIP %THNOGRAPHY 
AS DISTINCT FROM INTERVIEW METHODS	 LETS US TRACK DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WHAT 
PEOPLE SAY AND WHAT THEY DO AND GIVES CLUES AS TO WHY THEY MIGHT SPEAK 
AND ACT AS THEY DO 4HE MAJORITY OF INTERVIEWEES WERE KNOWN TO INTERVIEW
ERS FROM PREVIOUS QUALITATIVE SOCIAL RESEARCH PROJECTS ANDOR OTHER SOCIAL 
RELATIONS RESEARCHERS DEPLOYED A VARIETY OF METHODS TO ELICIT SPONTANEOUS 
SELFREVEALING SPEECH AND TO OBSERVE EVERYDAY MEDIA PRACTICES "ETWEEN 
3EPTEMBER  AND -ARCH  SEMISTRUCTURED INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP	 
INTERVIEWS OF UP TO TWO HOURS WERE CARRIED OUT WITH  PEOPLE IN CITIES 
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ACROSS THE 5+ AND THE 2EPUBLIC OF )RELAND 7E GATHERED MUCH COMPARATIVE 
DATA ACROSS TIME n MANY PEOPLE WERE INTERVIEWED SEVERAL TIMES EG BOTH 
BEFORE AND AFTER THE ,ONDON BOMBINGS OF  *ULY  n AS WELL AS ACROSS 
DIFFERENT PLACES AND SOCIAL SPACES )NTERVIEWS WERE MAINLY CONDUCTED IN 
%NGLISH BUT SOMETIMES  IN TWO OR EVEN THREE  LANGUAGES !RABIC 5RDU 
0UNJABI (INDI 3YLHETI "ENGALI &RENCH	 )NTERVIEW DATA WAS SUPPLEMENTED 
WITH COVIEWING AND OBSERVATIONAL DATA  SEE REPORTS AND PRELIMINARY 
ANALYSES ON WEBSITE	 !T SEVERAL POINTS IN THE COURSE OF THE RESEARCH IMAGES 
STILL AND MOVING	 WERE USED TO PROMPT RESPONSES AND TO TEST HYPOTHESES 
ABOUT THE RELATIVE SIGNIFICANCE OF IMAGES OVER VERBAL OR WRITTEN NARRATIVES 
OF EVENTS IN SHAPING RESPONSES 4HESE IMAGES WERE SELECTED ON THE BASIS 
OF INPUT FROM 3TRANDS " AND #
3TRAND " CONDUCTED TEXTUAL AND DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF NEWS PROGRAMMES 
)T EXAMINED THE CONTENT OF MAINSTREAM %NGLISHLANGUAGE	  TELEVISION 
AND INTERNET NEWS COVERAGE OF SELECTED @SECURITYSALIENT NEWS EVENTS AND 
ANALYSED PATTERNS IN THE FRAMING OF POST#OLD 7AR DISCOURSES OF NATIONAL 
AND INTERNATIONAL AS WELL AS SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY (OSKINS 
AND /,OUGHLIN 	
3TRAND #  CONDUCTED  INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUPS WITH SECURITY AND 
MEDIA PROFESSIONALS IN ORDER TO DRAW OUT THEIR UNDERSTANDINGS OF THEIR ROLES 
IN THE DEVELOPMENT EXECUTION MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING OF SECUR 
ITY POLICY HENCE TO EXAMINE THE ACTUAL AND PERCEIVED INFLUENCE OF SECURITY 
PRACTITIONERS INCLUDING MILITARY PERSONNEL AS WELL AS DIVERSE @EXPERTS	 ON 
THE CONTENT OF NEWS PROGRAMMES AND ON THE SECURING OF PUBLIC LEGITIMACY 
FOR SECURITY POLICY AND AS IT EMERGED THEIR PERCEPTIONS OF THE DANGER TO 
THE LIVES OF MILITARY PERSONNEL ENSUING FROM NEGATIVE REPORTING -ICHALSKI 
AND 'OW 	
&INDINGS FROM EACH OF THE THREE STRANDS OF RESEARCH FED INTO THE OTHERS 
ON AN ONGOING COORDINATED BASIS VIA VIRTUAL AND @REALLIFE PROJECT MEET
INGS WEBSITE POSTINGS AND EMAILS 7HEN 3TRAND ! RESEARCHERS NOTED THAT 
@CITIZEN AUDIENCE GROUPS WERE DISTURBED BY A CERTAIN FEATURE OF COVERAGE 
OR WHEN 3TRAND # RESEARCHERS NOTED  THAT  SECURITY PROFESSIONALS WERE 
CONCERNED THAT CERTAIN  IMAGES CARRIED MESSAGES WHICH THREATENED THE 
LEGITIMACY OF  THEIR POLICIES OTHER  RESEARCHERS WERE ASKED  TO EXPLORE 
THESE POINTS ,IKEWISE 3TRAND " RESEARCHERS ASKED THE ETHNOGRAPHERS TO 
TEST HYPOTHESES CONCERNING RELATIONS BETWEEN NEWS PRESENTATION FORMATS 
AND PERCEPTIONS OF SECURITY ISSUES !N EXAMPLE OF SUCH MUTUAL AGENDA
SHAPING IS PRESENTED IN THE @)NTEGRATED -ULTIDISCIPLINARY -EDIA !NALYSIS 
CASE STUDY SUBSECTION BELOW
4HIS SPECIAL ISSUE OF %*#3 PRESENTS REPORTS FROM 3TRAND ! 4HE MAJORITY 
OF 3TRAND ! INTERVIEWEES ARE MEMBERS OF ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE 5+ 
AND MOST ARE -USLIMS (OWEVER THE STUDY WAS EVENTSLED NOT STRUCTURED 
AROUND ETHNICITY %THNICITY POLITICS SECURITY CULTURE AND CITIZENSHIP WERE 
NOT TREATED AS A PRIORI CONCEPTS 2ATHER THE AIM WAS TO SEE HOW PARTICULAR 
EVENTS ACTIVATED AND MOBILIZED THESE CATEGORIES AND TO ASSESS THEIR DYNAMIC 
INTERPLAY IN PEOPLES TALK
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4HE SECOND PART OF THIS INTRODUCTION @4HEORETICAL FRAMINGS	 PRESENTS 
THEORETICAL ISSUES )T ARGUES THAT LEGITIMACY IS THE CRUCIAL CONCEPT FOR UNDER
STANDING AND ASSESSING THE MEDIATED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN POLICYMAKERS 
AND PUBLICS AND THE HEALTH OR OTHERWISE OF DEMOCRATIC PROCESSES OF DE 
LIBERATION AND PARTICIPATORY CITIZENSHIP IN MULTICULTURAL SOCIETIES @4OP
DOWN GOVERNMENTALITY AND  SECURITY POLICYORIENTED APPROACHES  CAN 
AND  SHOULD BE COMBINED WITH  @BOTTOMUP  SOCIALLY BASED  CULTURALLY 
INFORMED CONSTRUCTIONIST APPROACHES TO THE EVERYDAY POLITICS OF SECURITY 
!NTHROPOLOGICAL AND #ULTURAL 3TUDIES APPROACHES HAVE MUCH TO OFFER 
3ECURITY 3TUDIES  IN 0OLITICS AND )NTERNATIONAL 2ELATIONS 3OME OF  THE 
MOST GENERAL  FINDINGS OF  THE PROJECT ARE ALSO OUTLINED HERE 4HE THIRD 
PART @-ETHODOLOGY COLLABORATIVE MEDIA ETHNOGRAPHY WITHIN )--!	 
ADDRESSES METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN MORE DETAIL IN PARTICULAR ISSUES RELAT
ING TO OUR SAMPLE AND THE SOCIAL PROFILE OF OUR INTERLOCUTORS 4HE FOURTH 
PART @4HE ARTICLES	 INTRODUCES THE INDIVIDUAL ARTICLES WHICH FOLLOW
4HEORETICAL FRAMINGS
3ECURITY DEMOCRACY AND CITIZENSHIP A GOVERNMENTALITY 
PERSPECTIVE
4HE DECISION BY THE 53! AND 5+ GOVERNMENTS TO GO TO WAR ON )RAQ IN  
CREATED DEEP RIFTS IN PUBLIC OPINION ACROSS THE WORLD )N THE 5+ IT RUPTURED 
LONGESTABLISHED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN POLITICIANS JOURNALISTS AND PUBLICS 
/NE MILLION PROTESTERS IN ,ONDON ON  &EBRUARY  n ONE OF THE BIGGEST 
DEMONSTRATIONS EVER TO TAKE PLACE IN THE 5+ n DID NOT DISSUADE 0RIME -IN
ISTER "LAIR AND 0RESIDENT "USH FROM THEIR CHOSEN COURSE 4HE IMPLICATIONS 
OF OUR FINDINGS FOR POLITICAL LEGITIMACY ARE DISCUSSED IN DETAIL ELSEWHERE 
'ILLESPIE B	
'OVERNMENTS DEPEND ON PUBLIC TRUST BUT FOR THE 5+ GOVERNMENT TRUST 
IS IN INCREASINGLY SHORT SUPPLY NOT LEAST BECAUSE OF THE WAY IT PRESENTED 
THE CASE  FOR WAR AND THE DISASTROUS CONSEQUENCES  SINCE  FOR  THE PEOPLE 
OF )RAQ AND FOR GLOBAL SECURITY 'OW  0OWER #OMMISSION 	 
4HE FRAGILE LEGITIMACY OF THE )RAQ 7AR HAS EXPOSED SOME OF THE INHERENT 
WEAKNESSES OF SECURITY POLICIES GENERATED BY THE 53!5+DECLARED @GLOBAL 
WAR ON TERROR FOLLOWING  #ONTRARY TO WIDESPREAD ASSUMPTIONS  
DID NOT RADICALLY CHANGE THE RATIONALE OF SECURITY POLICY BUT ACCELERATED 
THE ADOPTION OF A NEW PREVENTATIVE PARADIGM WHICH HAD BEEN EMERG
ING DURING THE S 4RANSNATIONAL SECURITY THREATS SUCH AS TERRORISM 
PANDEMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL CATASTROPHE ALONGSIDE PATTERNS OF GLOBAL 
MIGRATION HAD TRIGGERED NEW PARADIGMS OF GOVERNANCE BASED ON ATTEMPTS 
TO REGULATE RISKY FLOWS n FLOWS OF MIGRANTS MICROBES DIRTY	 MONEY AND 
NUCLEAR	 MATERIALS "AUMAN   #OOPER  3ASSEN 	 
4HIS ALTERED THE CALCULUS OF RISK FOR GOVERNMENTS  FROM A MEASURABLE 
PROBABILISTIC CONCEPTION OF RISK TO NOTIONS OF CATASTROPHIC RISK IN WHICH 
UNKNOWN THREATS EMERGE  IN UNFORESEEABLE WAYS  )N THE FACE OF GLOBAL 
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WARMING  TERRORISM HEALTH PANDEMICS AND FINANCIAL CONTAGION A NEW 
GENERATION OF POLICIES WAS ADOPTED BASED ON PRINCIPLES OF PREVENTION 
PRECAUTION AND PREEMPTION
4HIS NEW CONCEPTION OF  RISK AND AN EVEREXPANDING CONCEPTION OF 
SECURITY HAVE SERVED THE INTERESTS OF GOVERNMENTS AND MEDIA THOUGH THEIR 
DISADVANTAGES HAVE BY NOW BECOME APPARENT 'OVERNMENTS INCREASINGLY 
@SELL SECURITY AS A VIRTUAL COMMODITY TO CITIZENS ALTHOUGH IN THE 5+ AT 
LEAST THIS STRATEGY HAS ONLY LED TO GROWING SCEPTICISM AND CYNICISM ,IKE
WISE THE  MEDIA INDUSTRY REQUIRES CONSTANTLY RENEWED THREATS RISKS 
AND INSECURITIES TO SUSTAIN ITSELF "UT ITS CREDIBILITY IS EQUALLY IN DOUBT AS 
SENSATIONAL IMAGES APPEAR TO DRIVE THE NEWS AGENDA IMMEDIACY RULES OVER 
CONTENT @BREAKING RUMOUR AND SPECULATION REPLACE FACTS AND EVIDENCE AND 
THE & FORMULA PREVAILS @FIRST FASTEST BUT FLAWED 'OWING 	
)T WOULD BE A MISTAKE TO DISMISS  THE SERIOUSNESS OF REAL  THREATS AND 
RISKS 'OVERNMENTS HAVE TO RESPOND TO THEM THEIR FIRST DUTY IS TO ENSURE THE 
SECURITY OF THEIR CITIZENS 4HE MOUNTING CONCERN ABOUT UNPREDICTABLE UN
QUANTIFIABLE AND POTENTIALLY CATASTROPHIC RISKS IS WELL KNOWN "ECK  
  4AYLOR'OOBY AND :INN 	 %NVIRONMENTAL ECONOMIC TER
RORIST AND OTHER RISKS ARE BOTH INTERCONNECTED AND ALSO FOREVER @EMERGENT 
REQUIRING A STATE OF ALERTNESS AND VIGILANCE FROM POLITICIANS MEDIA AND 
PUBLICS .ATIONAL POLITICAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC INFRASTRUCTURES ARE RECOG
NIZED TO BE TOO COMPLEX AND FRAGILE TO BE PROTECTED IN THE FACE OF UNEXPECTED 
DISRUPTION 4HE RESULT IS A PERMANENT @WAR AGAINST CONTINGENCY $ILLON 
 	
7ARS TODAY MUST PLAY MUCH MORE BY THE RULES OF POLITICS MARKETS AND 
MEDIA  @WARMAKING MUST CAPITALIZE ON MARKET RELATIONS EXPLOIT DEMO
CRATIC POLITICAL  FORMS AND MANAGE  INDEPENDENT MEDIA  ;x= 4HE BEST 
WAY OF CHARACTERIZING THE NEW MODE OF WAR AS A WHOLE IS THEREFORE GLOBAL 
SURVEILLANCE WARFARE 3HAW  n ;ORIGINAL EMPHASIS=	 !S THIS GLOBAL 
SURVEILLANCE TURNS WAR AND TERRORISM INTO MEDIA SPECTACLE AND AUDIENCES 
INTO SPECTATORS OF MASS CIVILIAN DEATHS WHAT BECOMES OF INFORMED CITIZEN 
PARTICIPATION IN DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRATIC COMMUNICATIVE PROCESSES
'OVERNMENTALITY PERSPECTIVES ARE USEFUL IN HIGHLIGHTING THE OPERATIONS 
OF POLITICAL POWER AND SHIFTS IN THE STRATEGIC GOALS OF SECURITY POLICY /UR 
)--! RESEARCH APPROACH DEMONSTRATES HOW NEWS MEDIA REINFORCE THIS 
NEW CALCULUS OF RISK AND THREAT 4HE DISCOURSE AND TEXTUAL ANALYSIS STRAND 
OF OUR PROJECT 3TRAND "	 FOUND TWO KINDS OF LOGIC WITHIN MEDIA PRODUCTION 
WHICH REFLECT THE NEW LOGIC OF SECURITY AND OF EMERGENCE AND CATASTROPHIC 
RISK &IRST WHAT (OSKINS AND /,OUGHLIN 	 CALL  THE  @MODULATION 
OF TERROR CONTAINS FEAR AND AMPLIFIES THREATS "REAKING NEWS STORIES ARE 
ACCOMMODATED INTO PREEXISTING NARRATIVES BY DEPLOYING MEDIA @TEMPLATES 
FROM PAST EVENTS FOR EXAMPLE REPORTING OF THE *ULY  ,ONDON BOMBINGS 
REPEATEDLY  INVOKED THE  @SPIRIT OF  THE "LITZ n  THE  LEGENDARY COURAGE OF 
,ONDONERS DURING 'ERMAN BOMBARDMENT IN THE 3ECOND 7ORLD 7AR 3UCH 
TEMPLATES FRAME SUDDEN UNEXPECTED EVENTS TO RENDER THEM INTELLIGIBLE 
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FOR JOURNALISTS AND AUDIENCES ALIKE 9ET IF THIS CONTAINS FEARS TELEVISION 
NEWS ALSO AMPLIFIES THREATS FOR INSTANCE THROUGH THE TELEVISUAL QUALITIES 
OF ROLLING  NEWS BROADCASTS 4HE SPLIT SCREENS JUXTAPOSITION OF MUL
TIPLE STORIES SCROLLING HEADLINES AND RAPID CUTS PRODUCE A SENSE OF A WORLD 
OF INTERCONNECTED INSECURITIES 4HE CONTRADICTORY DYNAMIC OF THIS @MODU
LATION OF TERROR BY NEWS PRODUCERS IS MATCHED BY 3TRAND !S FINDINGS ABOUT 
HOW AUDIENCES MANAGE ANXIETIES OFTEN TRIGGERED BY NEWS MEDIA THAT FEED 
INTO A SENSE OF PROLIFERATING INSECURITIES #RUCIALLY AUDIENCES MODULATE THEIR 
OWN NEWS VIEWING BY TURNING OFF AND DISENGAGING THEN TURNING ON AND 
REENGAGING #ONTRARY TO MUCH CURRENT COMMENT AND RESEARCH THE CITIZENS 
AND AUDIENCES WE WORKED WITH ARE FAR FROM DISENGAGED FROM THE POLITICAL 
PROCESS "UT THE PSYCHIC AND SOCIAL DEMANDS OF MANAGING INSECURITY MEAN 
THEIR ENGAGEMENTS ARE FLUID FLUCTUATING AND CONTINGENT
!  SECOND MEDIA  LOGIC AMPLIFYING NOTIONS OF EMERGENCE AND CATA 
STROPHIC RISK  IS  THE  INTERACTING  LOGIC OF REMEDIATION AND PREMEDIATION 
'RUSIN 	 2EMEDIATION INVOLVES REPRODUCING AND REAPPROPRIATING 
NEWS MATERIALS  FROM DIVERSE NEWS SOURCES  TO CREATE A REPORT ! SALIENT 
EXAMPLE  IS  THE  INCREASING USE OF !L *AZEERA FOOTAGE OR WEB IMAGES ON 
%UROPEAN NEWS MEDIA -OST %UROPEAN NEWS VIEWERS HAVE NEVER WATCHED 
THIS !RABIC CHANNEL BUT THE REMEDIATION OF ITS IMAGES OF TERRORISM AND THE 
WORDS OF TERRORISTS SUSTAINS THE SENSE OF PREVAILING THREAT AND EFFECTIVELY 
ASSOCIATES IT AS A CHANNEL @FOR TERRORISM 0REMEDIATION IN CONTRAST DOES NOT 
REPEAT BUT ANTICIPATES AND SPECULATES ABOUT FUTURE RISKS AND THREATS BEFORE 
THEY HAVE HAPPENED )N THIS WAY TODAYS  NEWS MEDIA ARE CONSTANTLY 
VIGILANT KEEPING PUBLIC FEARS ALIVE 3PECULATIVE DISCURSIVE CHAINS CONNECT 
THE @THREATS OF MIGRATION AND DIVERSITY TERRORISM TERRORISTS AND @THEIR 
MEDIA 4HIS CHAIN OF ASSOCIATIONS SIMPLIFIES ISSUES AND POLARIZES PEOPLE 
)N PARTICULAR IT REINFORCES A SENSE OF A @CLASH OF CIVILIZATIONS AND PRESENTS 
A -USLIMNON-USLIM DIVISION AS A THREAT TO THE NATION TO @%UROPE AND 
TO  @THE 7EST )T PROJECTS AN UNENDING FUTURE OF INSECURITIES SUSTAINING 
THE GOVERNMENTAL LOGIC OF PRECAUTIONARY PREEMPTION (OWEVER USEFUL AS 
IT IS SUCH A TOPDOWN ANALYSIS FROM A GOVERNMENTALITY PERSPECTIVE NEEDS 
TO BE ACCOMPANIED BY EMPIRICALLYBASED ANALYSIS FROM A CONSTRUCTIONIST 
PERSPECTIVE THAT EMPHASIZES PROCESSES OF SECURITIZATION
-EDIATION SECURITIZATION RACIALIZATION A CONSTRUCTIVIST 
PERSPECTIVE
4HE @3HIFTING 3ECURITIES PROJECT ATTEMPTS TO RESEARCH NEWS AUDIENCES AS 
PUBLICS THAT IS TO EXAMINE WHETHER AND HOW CITIZENS MEDIA PRACTICES 
AND RESPONSES TO MEDIATED POLITICAL DISCOURSES ENABLE OR IMPEDE POLITICAL 
PARTICIPATION DEMOCRATIC DEBATE AND INCLUSIVE AND RESPECTFUL MULTICULTURAL 
CITIZENSHIP /UR FOCUS IS ON THE INTERSUBJECTIVE AND DIALOGIC PROCESSES OF 
MEDIATED COMMUNICATION THROUGH WHICH THE EVERYDAY POLITICS OF FEAR AND 
INSECURITY ARE NEGOTIATED CONTESTED AND ENACTED BY CITIZENS %THNOGRAPHIC 
AND CONSTRUCTIVIST APPROACHES AFFORD PEOPLE AS AUDIENCES AND PUBLICS 
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VIEWERS AND CITIZENS	 AGENCY WITH CAPACITIES COMPETENCES AND CAPABILITIES n 
CRUCIALLY WITH @VOICE n IN WAYS THAT GOVERNMENTALITY APPROACHES DO NOT 
!ND VOICE AND VIEWPOINT INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION ARE FUNDAMENTAL TO THE 
DELIBERATIVE AND LEGITIMATING PROCESSES THAT TAKE PLACE VIA THE MEDIA
.EWS @AUDIENCES ARE NOT IDENTICAL WITH @PUBLICS BUT THEY DO OVERLAP 
4HE TERMS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS ENTERTAINMENT OR 
DISTRACTION FOR AN AUDIENCE INFORMATION AND EDUCATION FOR A PUBLIC	 AND 
THEY HAVE DIFFERENT DISCIPLINARY HOMES SOCIOLOGY VERSUS POLITICS	 4HEY 
ARE EQUALLY SLIPPERY CONCEPTS AND HARD TO PIN DOWN EMPIRICALLY ESPECIALLY 
AS MEDIA TECHNOLOGIES TEXTS CONTEXTS OF RECEPTION AND PATTERNS OF MEDIA 
USE MULTIPLY AND DIVERSIFY .EWS AUDIENCES ARE INCREASINGLY HARD TO DEFINE 
AND STUDY WHILE THE CONCEPT OF A PUBLIC CAN CONNOTE ANYTHING FROM A SHARED 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE WORLD OR A COMMON IDENTITY TO A CLAIM TO INCLUSIVE
NESS OR A CONSENSUS ABOUT COLLECTIVE  INTERESTS  ,IVINGSTONE 	  )N 
RESEARCHING  @NEWS CULTURES AND MEDIA PRACTICES WE HOPE TO BRIDGE THE 
DIVIDE .EWS CULTURES AND POLITICAL CULTURES ARE MUTUALLY CONSTITUTIVE 
THEY INTERACT IN SYMBIOTIC FASHION )T IS VERY RARELY POSSIBLE TO DISENTANGLE 
@EFFECTS OF NEWS MEDIA FROM PRIOR CONVICTIONS n EVEN IF MANY PEOPLE DO 
CLAIM THAT CERTAIN NEWS STORIES  @OPENED THEIR EYES OR POLITICIZED THEM 
4HROUGH USING NEWS MEDIA PEOPLE MAY EXPERIENCE MEMBERSHIP OF A 
PUBLIC OR OF MULTIPLE NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL	 PUBLICS IF ONLY TEM
PORARILY "UT THEY MAY NOT !UDIENCES ARE NOT ALWAYS PART OF A PUBLIC FOR 
REASONS WHICH INCLUDE CENSORSHIP LACK OF CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL CAPITAL 
OR PERSONAL PREFERENCE
4HE INCREASING ARRAY OF TRANSNATIONAL MEDIA AND GROWING USE OF THE 
INTERNET MAKES IT MUCH HARDER FOR GOVERNMENTS TO GET THEIR POLICY MES
SAGES ACROSS AND SO SECURE LEGITIMACY SEE 'ILLESPIE B	 #ONVERSELY IT 
IS GETTING MUCH EASIER FOR NEWS AUDIENCES TO FORGE @MICRO PUBLIC SPHERES 
IN WHICH ONE HEARS AND SEES ONLY WHAT CONFORMS TO AND CONFIRMS A PRE
EXISTING WORLD VIEW 2ITUALISTIC USES OF MEDIA ARE EMBEDDED WITHIN THE 
@ONTOLOGICAL SECURITY MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES OF AUDIENCES 4HIS CAN LEAD 
TO INSULAR RIGID FORMS OF THINKING WHICH AUGMENT AN OFTEN FRAGILE THOUGH 
EMPHATICALLY ASSERTED SENSE OF CERTAINTY AND SECURITY !KSOY 	 "UT 
WE FIND ALSO THAT MANY MINORITY ETHNIC 5+ CITIZENS ESPECIALLY THOSE WITH 
MULTILINGUAL CULTURAL CAPITAL USE TRANSNATIONAL MEDIA TO SUPPORT HIGHLY 
ENGAGED FORMS OF POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 3OME SEEK OUT AND USE ALTERNATIVE 
SOURCES OF NEWS AND  INFORMATION DISPLAYING HIGHLY FLEXIBLE MODES OF 
REASONING AND PARTICIPATING IN MULTIPLE NATIONAL AND TRANSNATIONAL PUBLIC 
SPACES OF COMMUNICATION AND SOCIOPOLITICAL ACTION n NEGOTIATING PLURAL 
FORMS OF AUTHORITY AND BASES OF LEGITIMACY ) REFER TO THESE MULTILINGUAL 
GLOBAL NEWS USERPRODUCERS AS  @CRITICAL COSMOPOLITANS #OMPARING AND 
CONTRASTING DIFFERENT NEWS SOURCES THEY CONSTRUCT THEIR OWN NARRATIVES 
WHICH MAY NOT CONFORM TO THOSE OF POLITICIANS AND JOURNALISTS 02S AND @SPIN 
MERCHANTS IN ANY ONE COUNTRY #RITICAL COSMOPOLITANS PARTICIPATE IN AND 
TRANSLATE ACROSS MULTIPLE NATIONAL GLOBAL AND DIASPORIC PUBLIC SPHERES 
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DISPLAYING INTELLECTUAL CURIOSITY FLEXIBILITY AND @WORLD OPENNESS 4HEY ARE 
MOTIVATED BY A CONCERN WITH SOCIAL JUSTICE AND POLITICAL CHANGE 4HEY USE 
NEWS MEDIA  CRITICALLY MOBILISING  COSMOPOLITAN  CULTURAL  CAPITAL  AND 
TRANSCULTURAL COMPETENCES TO ENGAGE IN COLLABORATIVE POLITICAL AND MORAL 
JUDGEMENTS AIMED AT EFFECTING CHANGE )N CONTRAST AMONG INSULAR PAROCHIALS 
AND PASSIVE CYNICS NEWS AVOIDANCE SOCIAL INSECURITY AND RIGID AND DOGMATIC 
MODES OF REASONING ARE MORE COMMON 'ILLESPIE A	  4HESE ARE BUT 
TWO ALBEIT STRONG TENDENCIES ACROSS A WIDELY VARIABLE SPECTRUM OF RESPONSE 
TO MEDIATED POLITICS IN OUR STUDY
!S MENTIONED  THE PROJECT WAS  @EVENTSLED 4HE SALIENCE OF SECURITY 
NEWS DEPENDS ON THE NATURE OF RESPONSES TO @CRITICAL EVENTS 4HIS IS A TERM 
USED BY 6EENA $AS 	 TO REFER TO EVENTS INVOLVING STATE TERROR AND 
POLITICAL VIOLENCE THAT PROPAGATE SOCIAL TRAUMA AND SUFFERING INEQUALITY 
AND EXCLUSION ESPECIALLY AMONG MARGINALIZED MINORITIES /UR VARIABLE AND 
SHIFTING SENSES OF PROXIMITY OR DISTANCE PHYSICAL CULTURAL AND AFFECTIVE	 
TO THOSE EVENTS DEFINE THEIR SECURITY SALIENCE 0ROXIMITY AND DISTANCE TO 
EVENTS ARE CREATED BY MEDIA	  IMPOSED BY STATES	 AND NEGOTIATED BY 
AUDIENCES	 4HEY ARE NOT OPPOSITE ENDS OF A SPECTRUM BUT WORK TOGETHER 
CREATING  TENSION AND AMBIVALENCE  SEE 1URESHIS ARTICLE	 -ODULATING 
COMPLEMENTARY OPPOSITES  @DISTANT PROXIMITIES DEFINE OUR RELATIONSHIP 
TO MEDIATIONS OF SECURITY THREATS 2OSENAU 	
4HE TERM MEDIATION IN THIS CONTEXT REFERS TO THE MULTIPLE INTERACTING 
SETS OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NEWS MEDIA PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION 
WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF POLITICAL DEBATES POLICY FORMATION PROCESSES 
AND OTHER DIMENSIONS OF @PUBLIC AFFAIRS WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT BE @VISIBLE 
IN MEDIA TEXTS )T IS FOR THIS REASON THAT 3TRAND # OF OUR PROJECT INVOLVED 
OFFTHERECORD  INTERVIEWS WITH PERSONNEL  IN  THE 5+ AND 53 MILITARY 
SECURITY SERVICES AND GOVERNMENTS	 5SING THE TERM IN THIS WAY AVOIDS 
THINKING OF GIVEN MOMENTS  IN THE POLITICAL COMMUNICATION PROCESS AS 
SEPARATE AND SEPARABLE RESEARCH DOMAINS -EDIATION  IS AN  IRREDUCIBLY 
POLITICAL PROCESS CULTURAL AND SYMBOLIC POWER AND THE CAPACITY TO CONTROL 
MANAGE AND CHANGE IMAGES AND NARRATIVES  IS UNEVENLY DISTRIBUTED )T 
IS NOTABLY DENIED TO RACIALIZED MINORITIES AND THOSE WITHOUT ELITE EDUCA
TIONAL CAPITAL "UT DOMINANT  IMAGES AND NARRATIVES ARE OFTEN RESISTED 
REAPPROPRIATED OR CHALLENGED BY ALTERNATIVE MEDIA PRACTICES PRODUCTIONS 
AND REPRESENTATIONS 3ILVERSTONE AND 'EORGIOU  n	 -EDIA IN 
MULTICULTURAL POLITIES HAVE GREAT POWER TO INCLUDE AND EXCLUDE MARGINAL
IZE OR MAGNIFY GLORIFY OR REIFY 4HROUGH AND  IN MEDIA  IDENTITIES ARE 
CLAIMED FRAMED OR DENIED AND SECURITIES SOUGHT OR UNDERMINED -EDIA 
ARE CRUCIAL TO PUBLIC DEBATES ON QUESTIONS OF DIFFERENCE COMPETING RIGHTS 
AND DUTIES VISIBILITY  RACISM  INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION  RESPECT AND RE
COGNITION 2ESEARCHING MEDIATIONS OF  SECURITY POLICY AND PUBLICS  IN 
MULTIETHNIC POLITIES  REQUIRES AN  INTEGRATED RESEARCH DESIGN  IF WE ARE 
TO UNDERSTAND THE SUBTLETIES AND CHANGING NATURE OF THESE RELATIONSHIPS 
AND TO JUDGE THE HEALTH AND STATE OF MULTICULTURAL DEMOCRACY 4HIS IS A 
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POINT TO WHICH WE WILL SOON RETURN AND ONE ON WHICH ALL THE FOLLOWING 
REPORTS COMMENT
/UR RESEARCH SUGGESTS THAT @SECURITY NEWS HAS ESPECIALLY HIGH SALIENCE 
FOR RACIALIZED MINORITIES PRECISELY BECAUSE IT IMPLICATES THEM AS THREATS 
TO SECURITY 4HE TERM @RACIALIZED IS USED TO EMPHASIZE THAT @RACE IS NOT A 
USEFUL ANALYTICAL  TERM  IT CANNOT EXPLAIN SOCIAL OR CULTURAL DIFFERENCES 
2ATHER IT IS A SOCIAL PROCESS A WAY OF ASCRIBING INFERIOR STATUS TO A GROUP 
ON THE BASIS OF PHYSICAL DIFFERENCES RESULTING IN DISCRIMINATION SEGREGATION 
AND MARGINALIZATION -URJI AND 3OLOMOS 	 3INCE  PROCESSES OF 
RACIALIZATION AND SECURITIZATION HOW THREATS ARE IDENTIFIED CONSTRUCTED AND 
TREATED AS SECURITY ISSUES	 WORK HAND IN HAND (UYSMANS AND "UONFINO 
	 4HEY ARE BOLSTERED BY MEDIATIONS HOW THREATS ARE PRIORITIZED 
FRAMED AND REPRESENTED BY THE MEDIA AND INTERPRETED BY AUDIENCES
(OW DO OUR INTERLOCUTORS DISCUSS AND RESPOND TO THESE PERCEIVED DYNAMICS 
4WO STRONG PATTERNS OF RESPONSE ARE APPARENT ACROSS ALL OUR INTERVIEWS AND 
CHARACTERIZE THE NEWS CULTURES AND PRACTICES OF "RITISH -USLIMS AND OTHER 
RACIALIZED MINORITY INTERVIEWEES &IRST INTERVIEWEES PERCEIVE THE "RITISH 
GOVERNMENT AS @OBSESSED A FREQUENTLY USED TERM	 WITH MAINTAINING HIGH 
LEVELS OF PUBLIC FEAR ABOUT THE LIKELIHOOD OF A TERRORIST ATTACK !S THEY SEE 
IT THE 5+ MEDIA SERVE THE GOVERNMENT IN THIS REGARD 3ECOND THE MEDIA 
ARE SEEN AS SYSTEMATICALLY DEMONIZING -USLIMS ASSOCIATING )SLAM WITH 
VIOLENCE AND TERRORISM AND REPRESENTING -USLIMS AS THE @ENEMY WITHIN 
4HIS TRIGGERS DEEP EMOTIONAL AND POLITICAL RESPONSES ANGER ALIENATION 
DESPAIR A  SENSE OF HOPELESSNESS AND POWERLESSNESS  IN  LOCAL NATIONAL 
TRANSNATIONAL AND GLOBAL CONTEXTS 4HE )RAQ 7AR HAS DEEPENED THE SENSE 
OF OUTRAGE INJURY INSULT AND VICTIMIZATION THAT HAS COME TO DEFINE -USLIM 
SENSIBILITIES DESPITE ALL EFFORTS  TO ESCAPE THIS ASCRIBED ROLE &ACING AND 
DEALING WITH IMPLICIT AND OR EXPLICIT ACCUSATIONS OF TERRORISM HAS BECOME 
AN EVERYDAY TASK MANY INTERVIEWEES EXPLAINED 4HIS QUANDARY MOTIVATES 
NEW POLITICIZED ASSERTIONS OF -USLIM IDENTITY 9ET MANY COMMENT THAT THE 
PERVASIVENESS AND THE TOTALIZING QUALITY OF THE RACIALIZATION SECURITIZATION 
AND MEDIATION FACED BY -USLIMS IN THE 5+ TRAP THEM IN A @GAME OF IDEN
TITY POLITICS WHICH THEY CAN NEITHER ESCAPE FROM NOR WIN
4HE SECOND WIDESPREAD PATTERN OF RESPONSE COMBINES SCEPTICISM TO
WARDS STATE AND MEDIA DISCOURSES OF THREAT WITH GENUINE FEAR )NTERVIEWEES 
OF BOTH DOMINANT AND MINORITY ETHNICITIES ARE HIGHLY CONSCIOUS OF  THE 
MANIPULATION OF THE TERRORIST THREAT BUT THEY STILL FEAR THAT AN ATTACK MIGHT 
OCCUR 3OME USE A MINIMIZING TEMPLATE STRATEGY  RELATING THE CURRENT 
TERRORIST THREAT TO PREVIOUS OR MORE IMMEDIATE OR PROXIMATE THREATS BE 
IT )2! TERROR THREATS OF THE S AND AFTER THROUGHOUT THE 5+ SEE ESPE
CIALLY (ERBERTS ARTICLE	 OR THE -ADRID BOMBINGS OR MOST TYPICALLY SUCH 
RELATIVELY @COMMONPLACE FEARS AS UNEMPLOYMENT POVERTY AND PAEDOPHILIA 
A 5+WIDE SOURCE OF LOCAL AND SOMETIMES NATIONAL PANIC	 -OST REFUSE TO 
ALLOW ANY FEAR OF TERRORISM TO IMPINGE ON THEIR DAILY LIVES 3OME YOUNGER 
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INTERVIEWEES HOWEVER NURSE A MILLENARIAN SENSE OF A DISASTROUS  FATE 
AWAITING THE WORLD FORGE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN GLOBAL THREATS THE !SIAN 
TSUNAMI THE WAR IN )RAQ ADVANCED MILITARY TECHNOLOGIES	 AND LOCAL THREATS 
RACISM CRIME AND POVERTY IN THE %AST %ND	 AND ABSORB TERRORISM INTO THIS 
NARRATIVE OF IMMINENT APOCALYPSE SEE !L'HABBANS ARTICLE	 3UCH VIEWS 
AND VISIONS CANNOT BE GENERALIZED BUT THEY INDICATE HOW A PARADOXICAL 
SENSE OF THREATS AS BOTH CONSTRUCTED AND REAL CAN ENGENDER RESPONSES BOTH 
OF POWERLESSNESS @THERES NOTHING WE CAN DO ABOUT IT	 AND OF PRAGMATISM 
@WEVE GOT TO GET ON WITH OUR LIVES	
-OST INTERVIEWEES FEEL THAT THEY HAVE BECOME MORE INSECURE IN RECENT 
YEARS AND MOST ARE MORE AFRAID OF THE CONSEQUENCES OF SECURITY POLICY THAN 
OF TERRORISM 4HESE INCLUDE @CASUAL EVERYDAY RACISM STATE SURVEILLANCE 
ARREST AND DETENTION CREEPING MILITARISM AND THREATS TO CIVIL RIGHTS AND 
TRADITIONS OF DEMOCRACY AND THE RULE OF LAW 7ITH THE *ULY  BOMBING INTER 
VIEWEES REPORTED FEARS OF TERRORISM INTENSIFIED ONLY TO DISSIPATE SOON AFTER 
! LARGE PROPORTION OF RACIALIZED MINORITIES BASE THEIR FEARS ON PERSONAL 
EXPERIENCE OF STOP AND SEARCH IDENTITY CHECKS AND TEMPORARY DETENTION 
-USLIM WOMEN IN PARTICULAR REPORT VERY HIGH LEVELS OF DIRECT  @CASUAL 
RACIST AGGRESSION NAMECALLING SPITTING ATTEMPTS TO REMOVE THEIR HIJAB 
SEE 3ADAF 2IVZIS ARTICLE	 .EARLY ALL  INTERVIEWEES CAN RECOUNT  SEVERAL 
STORIES OF RACIST ABUSE TOLD BY A FRIEND OR RELATIVE /THERS CLAIM INDIRECT 
KNOWLEDGE OF RACISM @HEARD STORIES	 /NE OF OUR MAJOR FINDINGS IS THAT 
ALL -USLIMS AND MOST OTHER ETHNIC MINORITIES REPORT FEARS OF EXPRESSING 
THEMSELVES IN PUBLIC AND IN THE WORKPLACE DUE TO POSSIBLE AGGRESSIVE OR 
VIOLENT RESPONSE 4HIS HAS LED TO MASSIVE SELF CENSORSHIP AND A DIMINISHING 
SENSE OF PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC LIFE AND OF NATIONAL AND LOCAL BELONGING 4HIS 
IS PERHAPS THE REASON SO MANY INTERVIEWEES APPRECIATED THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO HAVE THEIR VIEWS TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT
)T IS NOT HARD TO SEE HOW SUCH SENTIMENTS ARE LINKED TO POLITICAL AND NEWS 
MEDIA DISCOURSES AND REPRESENTATIONS )N ORDER TO LEGITIMATE THE @WAR ON 
TERROR THE TERM @SECURITY HAS COME TO BE USED IN AN INCREASINGLY WIDE SET 
OF SENSES AND CONTEXTS BLURRING MANY SOCIAL CATEGORIES AND DISTINCTIONS 
!N ASSOCIATIVE CHAIN LINKS MINORITIES MIGRANTS REFUGEES ASYLUM SEEKERS 
CRIMINALS TERRORISTS AND ENEMIES WITHIN 2ACISM AND RACIALIZATION FLOURISH 
WHEN THREATS FROM INSIDE AND OUTSIDE ARE CONFLATED 4HE SEEMINGLY LIMIT
LESS POLYSEMY OF THE TERM @SECURITY REDUCES ITS ANALYTICAL USEFULNESS FOR 
RESEARCHERS BUT FOR MANY INTERVIEWEES THE CONNOTATIONS OF INSECURITY MILIT
ARISM TERRORISM AND RACISM HAVE A MESSAGE THAT RINGS LOUD AND CLEAR
-ANY REPORT A DIMINISHING SENSE OF SECURITY EXACERBATED BY A FEELING 
THAT THE BOUNDARIES ARE BLURRING BETWEEN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS OF SECURITY 
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE NATIONAL BOUNDARIES PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SPACES PHY
SICAL AND VIRTUAL SPACES CORPORATE AND POLITICAL  SPACES AND SO ON 4HE 
@STATE OF EXCEPTION !GAMBEN 	 BRINGS NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY INTO 
EVERYDAY LIFE AS A THREAT TO PERSONAL SECURITY /NE INTERVIEWEE RETIRED 
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WHITE MIDDLECLASS MALE	 SPEAKS OF LIVING IN A STATE OF CONTINUAL AND IN 
CREASING UNCERTAINTY OF @A THOUSAND PINPRICKS OF INSECURITY IN DAILY LIFE 
AS LONGSTANDING TAKENFORGRANTED ASSUMPTIONS ARE CHALLENGED BY SOCIAL 
CULTURAL AND POLITICAL CHANGES 'ILLESPIE B 	 &OR RACIALIZED MINOR 
ITIES LIVING IN METROPOLITAN CENTRES THE CONSEQUENCES OF SECURITY POLICIES ARE 
FAR REACHING AND UNPREDICTABLE AS MOST OF THE REPORTS SHOW MANY FEEL THEIR 
5+ CITIZENSHIP AND THE PROMISE OF MULTICULTURALISM IS FUNDAMENTALLY CALLED 
INTO QUESTION BY CURRENT SECURITY POLICY WHICH RAISES TROUBLING QUESTIONS 
FOR THE FUTURE CHANCES OF LIVING IN A PEACEFUL MULTICULTURAL STATE
-ETHODOLOGY COLLABORATIVE MEDIA ETHNOGRAPHY 
WITHIN )--!
! SUMMARY TABLE OF INTERVIEWEES SOCIAL BACKGROUND DETAILS IS PROVIDED IN 
THE APPENDIX 4HE PROJECT WEBSITE OFFERS MORE DETAILED TABLES SEE WWW
MEDIATINGSECURITYCOM	 4HIS VERY BROAD SOCIOLOGICAL SKETCH MUST BE READ 
WITH CAUTION )N DUE COURSE WE WILL ANALYSE THE QUANTITATIVE ALONGSIDE THE 
QUALITATIVE DATA BUT FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SPECIAL ISSUE THIS IS A QUALITA
TIVE EMPIRICAL STUDY /UR UNDERSTANDING OF THE DYNAMICS OF IDENTITIES AND 
IDENTIFICATIONS IS BASED ON QUALITATIVE DATA AND PREMISED ON THE ASSUMP 
TION THAT ALL SOCIAL BEINGS HAVE MULTIPLE OVERLAPPING AXES OF IDENTIFICATIONS 
0ARTICULAR FORMS OF IDENTIFICATIONS MAY BE ACCENTUATED IN SOME CONTEXTS 
BUT RECEDE IN OTHERS )DENTIFICATIONS ARE SHIFTING BUT NOT INFINITELY FLUID 
4HEY ARE STRATEGICALLY MOBILIZED IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS AND IN RESPONSE TO 
DIFFERENT EVENTS .O ONE SOCIAL CATEGORY FOR EXAMPLE ETHNICITY OR RELIGION	 
DEFINES A PERSONS SOCIAL IDENTITY 4HE IDENTIFICATION OF RELIGION AS A CULTURAL 
CATEGORY IN THE CONTEXT OF A PROJECT ON SECURITY COULD BE HIGHLY PROBLEMATIC IF 
USED IN A CULTURALLY DETERMINISTIC WAY (ERE IT IS INTENDED ONLY AS A VERY BROAD 
CLASSIFICATION AND SHOULD NOT BE READ AS EITHER DETERMINING OR DOMINATING 
3OME OF OUR INTERVIEWEES OF WHITE %NGLISH ETHNICITY DESCRIBE THEMSELVES 
AS HAVING A #HRISTIAN EDUCATION OR BACKGROUND BUT NOT AS @#HRISTIAN PER SE 
)N THE SAME WAY SOME DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS -USLIM BUT SEEK TO QUALIFY 
THAT CATEGORIZATION IN A HOST OF WAYS 3OME DESCRIBE THEMSELVES AS @SECULAR 
OR @NONPRACTISING AND WOULD INSIST THAT THIS IS MORE OF A CULTURAL AND SOCIAL 
IDENTIFICATION THAN A RELIGIOUS ONE /THERS MADE THE POINT QUITE STRONGLY 
THAT THEIR FIRST IDENTIFICATION IS NOT AS -USLIM BUT RATHER THEY ARE AND WOULD 
WANT TO BE KNOWN AS "ANGLADESHI OR 3OMALI OR %NGLISH OR "RITISH
!LTHOUGH  PERCENT OF OUR  INTERLOCUTORS WERE OF -USLIM BACK 
GROUND WE CHOSE NOT TO GIVE PRIORITY TO THIS FACT IN ORDER TO AVOID DETERMIN
ISTIC AND REDUCTIONIST ANALYSES )NSTEAD WE HAVE AIMED TO ANALYSE UNDER 
WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES AND IN RELATION TO WHICH EVENTS -USLIM IDENTITY CAME 
TO THE FORE !NY EXCLUSIVE FOCUS ON AN INDIVIDUALS IDENTITY AS @-USLIM MIS 
REPRESENTS THE VIEWS OF SELF IDENTITY EXPRESSED BY OUR INTERVIEWEES -EDIA 
REPRESENTATIONS OF @-USLIMS AS IF THIS IDENTITY SUBSUMED ALL OTHERS WERE 
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A FREQUENT SOURCE OF CONSTERNATION AND DISTRESS 4HE LABEL @-USLIM MUST 
BE READ ALONGSIDE OTHER FORMS OF IDENTIFICATION SUCH AS AGE GENDER PLACE 
OF BIRTH NATIONALITY RESIDENCE AND OCCUPATION AS WELL AS IN THE CONTEXT OF 
HUGE VARIATIONS IN BELIEFS AND PRACTICES
#LASS IS ANOTHER HIGHLY PROBLEMATIC CATEGORY 4HE INTERPLAY OF ECONOMIC 
SOCIAL AND CULTURAL CAPITAL IS DYNAMIC 7E HAVE DOCUMENTED THE PROFESSIONAL 
AND CLASS SELFIDENTIFICATIONS OF RESPONDENTS BUT WE ARE RELUCTANT TO ATTEMPT 
TO AGGREGATE STATISTICS WHERE RESPONDENTS HAVE CATEGORIZED THEMSELVES 
IN DIVERSE WAYS !CCESS TO ECONOMIC EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL CAPITAL MAY 
SHAPE MODES OF ENGAGEMENT WITH NEWS BUT IT DOES NOT DETERMINE THEM 4HE 
MOBILIZATION OF COSMOPOLITAN CULTURAL CAPITAL  IS REFLECTED IN THE ABILITY 
TO TRANSLATE ACROSS DIFFERENT LINGUISTIC AND CULTURAL CONTEXTS AND TO ACT AS 
CULTURAL MEDIATORS AND BROKERS IN WAYS WHICH ENHANCE COMMUNICATION 
AND UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN DIVERSE GROUPS
4HE  TABLES  IN  THE APPENDIX AND ON OUR PROJECT WEBSITE DOCUMENT 
INTERVIEWEES MAIN NEWS SOURCES /FTEN THESE ARE CLUSTERS OF SOURCES WITH 
INTERVIEWEES NAMING NO OUTSTANDING TRUSTED SOURCE .EVERTHELESS WE HAVE 
BEEN SURPRISED BY THE FREQUENCY WITH WHICH 5+ MAINSTREAM SOURCES THE 
""# 3KY AND #HANNEL 	 RECUR DESPITE THE AVAILABILITY OF MULTILINGUAL 
AND TRANSNATIONAL NEWS SOURCES 4HIS SUGGESTS A STRONG DESIRE ON THE PART 
OF MINORITY ETHNIC AND "RITISH -USLIM GROUPS TO PARTICIPATE IN PUBLIC AND 
NATIONAL DEBATE EVEN IF FEAR OF SPEAKING OUT AND POWERFUL EXCLUSIONARY 
FORCES COMBINE TO ENCOURAGE SELFCENSORSHIP AND THE SEEKING OUT OF ALTER
NATIVE NEWS SOURCES
%ACH INTERVIEW WAS RECORDED AND TRANSCRIBED AND AN INTERVIEW REPORT 
AND PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS SUBMITTED TO THE PROJECT WEBSITE 5SING A QUALI
TATIVE DATA ANALYSIS SOFTWARE PROGRAMME .6IVO 	 ALL  INTERVIEW DATA 
WAS CODED AND CATEGORIZED 4HE .6IVO DATABASE WAS MADE AVAILABLE TO 
ALL RESEARCHERS ON THE PROJECT AS WELL AS TO SEVERAL OTHERS %THNOGRAPHERS 
ACCESSED IT  TO COMPARE AND CONTRAST  THE FINDINGS OF THEIR DOMESTIC AND 
LOCAL STUDIES AGAINST WIDER PATTERNS AND TRENDS EMERGING ACROSS THE STUDY 
4HUS WHILE SOME SAMPLES MAY APPEAR TO BE VERY SMALL AND THE ANALYSES 
MAY SEEM TO MAGNIFY EVERYDAY MICROPROCESSES OF POLITICAL TALK RESEARCHERS 
HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DISCUSS AND SITUATE THEIR FINDINGS IN THE WIDER CONTEXT 
OF THE OVERALL PROJECT !N EDISCUSSION GROUP ENABLED ONGOING SHARING AND 
REEVALUATION OF EMERGENT FINDINGS AS DID OUR NUMEROUS PROJECT MEETINGS 
4HIS KIND OF COLLABORATIVE MEDIA ETHNOGRAPHY REMAINS METHODOLOGICALLY 
UNIQUE AND AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THE KIND OF INTEGRATED RESEARCH DESIGN 
)--!	 THAT ENABLES MEDIATIONS PUBLICS POLICIES AND POLITICS TO BE STUDIED 
AS ASPECTS OF THE SAME COMPLEX PROCESS
)NTEGRATED -ULTIDISCIPLINARY -EDIA !NALYSIS CASE STUDY
/NE EXAMPLE MAY SERVE TO ILLUSTRATE HOW THE INTEGRATED RESEARCH APPROACH 
WORKED IN PRACTICE ! 3TRAND # FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW IDENTIFIED TELEVISION 
PRESENTATION OF A SPECIFIC NEWS STORY AS A SOURCE OF CONCERN AMONG 5+ 
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SECURITY AND MILITARY POLICYMAKERS 4HE STORY WAS BASED ON IMAGES OF A 
53 MARINE WHO APPEARED TO BE SHOOTING AN )RAQI CIVILIAN IN A MOSQUE 
IN &ALLUJAH FILMED BY ."# JOURNALIST +EVIN 3ITES  IN .OVEMBER  
4HE POLICYMAKERS WERE WORRIED THAT NO CONTEXT WAS GIVEN IN NEWS REPORTS 
AS TO THE TYPE OF OPERATION OR THE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 4HEY FEARED THAT THIS 
DEPICTION OF @COLDBLOODED MURDER WOULD ADD TO THE MOUNTING NEGATIVE 
REPORTING OF MILITARY OPERATIONS IN )RAQ
3IX TELEVISION NEWS PRESENTATIONS OF THE FOOTAGE WERE THEN ANALYSED 
BY 3TRAND " RESEARCHERS 4HEY FOUND THAT ALL WERE TO SOME EXTENT @SANITIZED 
TYPICAL OF WAR COVERAGE IN MAINSTREAM %NGLISHLANGUAGE MEDIA 4HERE WAS 
INDEED LITTLE CONTEXTUALIZATION OF THE KIND SOUGHT BY MILITARY POLICYMAKERS 
(OWEVER THERE WAS MUCH MORE VARIATION IN THE WAY THE FOOTAGE WAS PRE
SENTED THAN HAD BEEN PRESUMED BY THE POLICYMAKERS 4HE IMAGES OF THE 
SHOOTING WERE NOT SIMPLY OR UNIFORMLY REPRESENTED AS MURDER
3IX CLIPS FROM THE FOOTAGE WERE THEN SHOWN TO DIVERSE GROUPS OF INTER
VIEWEES BY 3TRAND ! RESEARCHERS 3EVERAL INTERVIEWEES EXPRESSED SURPRISE 
THAT THEY HAD NOT REGISTERED THIS PARTICULAR INCIDENT AT THE TIME OF ITS OCCUR
RENCE 4HEY AGREED THAT THIS WAS PROBABLY BECAUSE IT FITTED A DOMINANT 
NARRATIVE NEWS PATTERN OF 53 ABUSE AND ATROCITY @WE HAVE HEARD SO MUCH OF 
WHAT GOES ON IN )RAQ OF THIS NATURE	 "UT SOME FOUND THE FOOTAGE SHOCKING 
EVEN @TOO GRAPHIC )NTERVIEWEES WERE DIVIDED OVER WHETHER IT HAD BEEN 
NECESSARY TO SHOW THE SHOOTING BUT AFTER DISCUSSION MOST JUDGED THAT IT 
WAS @IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO SHOW THE WHOLE SEQUENCE
3TRAND !  INTERVIEWEES  RECOGNIZED  THAT VARIOUS  @SANITIZING DEVICES 
HAD BEEN USED IN PRESENTING THE FOOTAGE SUCH AS BLACK SCREENS AND CUTTING 
THE SOUND TRACK AT THE MOMENT OF DEATH (OWEVER RATHER THAN SANITIZE THE 
EVENT THESE DEVICES WERE SEEN TO DRAMATIZE CONSCIOUSNESS OF IT 4HIS PER 
CEPTION CORRELATED WITH RESPONDENTS MORE GENERAL VIEWS ON THE USE OF 
OTHER KINDS OF ROUTINE SANITIZING DEVICES SUCH AS EDITING OUT THE MOMENT 
OF EXECUTION FROM TERRORIST BEHEADING VIDEOS 4HESE TOO WERE CONSIDERED 
TO EXACERBATE RATHER THAN ASSUAGE FEELINGS OF REPULSION AND DISGUST )NTER
VIEWEES  REPORTED VIVIDLY  IMAGINING  THE  SCENES OF VIOLENCE AND DEATH 
UNDERLYING THE BLANKED OUT SCREENS AND SILENCES
3OME INTERVIEWEES JUDGED THE INCIDENT TO BE AN ACT OF @MURDER BASED 
ON HOW IT WAS ANCHORED WHAT THEY SAW AND WHAT THEY THOUGHT IT MEANT 
/THERS PROBLEMATIZED ANY EASY EQUATION BETWEEN SEEING AND KNOWING 
AND ARGUED THAT CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION MIGHT HAVE BEEN OMITTED FROM 
THE REPORT FOR EXAMPLE THE MARINES ACTION MIGHT BE JUSTIFIABLE BECAUSE 
@THE GUY WAS JUST ABOUT TO EXPLODE A GRENADE "OTH REPRESENTATION AND 
INTERPRETATION OF EVENTS CAN BE MORE VARIED AND MORE CRITICAL THAN THE 
MILITARY INTERVIEWEES SUPPOSED !UDIENCES ARE OFTEN MORE REFLECTIVE THAN 
PROFESSIONALS ASSUME 4HE VALUE OF INTEGRATED RESEARCH IS SHOWN HERE BY THE 
WAY IN WHICH AN ITERATIVE AND REFLEXIVE APPROACH CAN LAY THE FOUNDATIONS 
FOR A MORE ROUNDED ANALYSIS
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4HE ARTICLES
+AREN 1URESHIS ARTICLE ESTABLISHES THEMES WHICH RECUR IN MANY OF OUR 
REPORTS 3HE ADDRESSES QUESTIONS OF @CITIZENSHIP AS BELONGING BY COMPARING 
THE MEMORIES HOPES AND CONCERNS OF TWO FAMILIES LIVING IN %DINBURGH 
A @WHITE #HRISTIAN FAMILY AND A 0AKISTANI -USLIM FAMILY WITH SIMILAR 
CLASS POSITIONS EDUCATIONAL AND ECONOMIC CAPITAL BUT RADICALLY DIFFERENT 
IN TERMS OF FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT AND FEELINGS OF HUMAN SECURITY AS WELL 
AS POLITICAL AWARENESS @4HERE WAS A TIME ) WOULD HAVE BEEN PREPARED TO 
DIE FOR THIS COUNTRY n THIS IS A COUNTRY THAT HAS GIVEN ME EVERYTHING "UT 
THE WAY n THERE HAVE BEEN A FEW INCIDENTS HAVE HAPPENEDx -ASOOD 
IN HIS S	 GOES ON TO DESCRIBE HOW AN ENCOUNTER WITH AIRPORT CUSTOMS 
WHERE HE WAS SINGLED OUT AND HARASSED LEFT HIM FEELING DIMINISHED (IS 
FEELINGS OF ATTACHMENT TO "RITAIN HAVE CHANGED (E FEELS HIS STATUS AS A 
"RITISH CITIZEN IS UNDER ATTACK (E AND HIS FAMILY NO LONGER FEEL SAFE IN 
THEIR HOME -EDIA REPRESENTATIONS  LINKING -USLIMS WITH TERROR MAKE 
HIM ASK @7ILL THERE COME A TIME WHEN WELL GET SENT BACK TO 0AKISTAN 
&OR  THE  @WHITE %DINBURGH FAMILY UP THE ROAD HOWEVER  LIFE PROCEEDS 
AS NORMAL DESPITE DIFFUSE CONCERNS ABOUT @"RITISHNESS BEING ERODED BY 
@MULTICULTURALISM AND ABOUT THE PURPORTED POWER OF -USLIMS TO CHANGE 
THE #HRISTIAN ETHOS OF  THE COUNTRY 0OLITICALLY  INDIFFERENT MOST OF  THE 
TIME THE FAMILY FEELS ENGAGED AND INSECURE ONLY ONCE DURING THE RESEARCH 
PROCESS WHEN THE FATHERS WORKPLACE  IS  TEMPORARILY BESIEGED BY ANTI
GLOBALIZATION PROTESTORS 1URESHIS ARTICLE DESCRIBES ALARMING POLARIZATIONS 
AS TWO SIMILAR @QUIET WEE FAMILIES EXPERIENCE SHIFTS IN GLOBALnLOCAL POWER 
RELATIONS IN VASTLY DIFFERENT WAYS
!MMAR !L'HABBAN A TEACHER IN 4OWER (AMLETS IN THE %AST %ND OF 
,ONDON INVESTIGATES HOW YOUNG PEOPLE MAINLY YOUNG WOMEN FEEL ABOUT 
THE NEWS THAT COMES AT THEM FROM ALL ANGLES IN MULTIPLE LANGUAGES 4HEY 
COME ACROSS AS INTERESTED IN ACCESSING THE TRUTH BUT PREFERRING TO HAVE 
IT TRANSMITTED TO THEIR MOBILE PHONES IN BITESIZED CHUNKS /NE GROUP OF 
YOUNG WOMEN SPEAK OF THE NEWS AS APOCALYPTIC HERALDING THE END OF THE 
WORLD /THERS JUST PUT BAD NEWS OUT OF THEIR MINDS 3OME OF THE YOUNG 
"ANGLADESHI WOMEN INTERVIEWED TAKE THE THREAT OF TERROR ATTACKS MUCH 
MORE SERIOUSLY THAN @WHITE "RITISH WOMEN WITH A SIMILAR CLASS AND LOCAL 
BACKGROUND -OST TEENAGERS COMBINE A REVOLTED FASCINATION WITH IMAGES 
OF TORTURE AND CYNICISM ABOUT WHAT IF ANYTHING	 IS TO BE BELIEVED 9ET 
CYNICISM CAN FEED INTO DOGMATIC THINKING AND BELIEFS AND TO A FORM OF 
CONSPIRACY PARANOIA WHICH IGNORES THE STATE ITS NONLEGITIMACY TAKEN FOR 
GRANTED	 AND FOCUSES ON THE VENAL DECEPTIONS OF MEDIA CORPORATIONS
3ADAF 2IVZIS ARTICLE SHOWS HOW IMPORTANT IT IS TO OPEN UP COMMUNICATIVE 
SPACES FOR -USLIM WOMEN MARGINALIZED IN POLITICAL DEBATE 4HE GROUPS 
OF WOMEN WHO CONGREGATED IN EACH OTHERS HOUSES AND CHATTED WITH 3ADAF 
WERE MAINLY 5RDU AND 0UNJABISPEAKING HOUSEWIVES SPANNING A WIDE 
AGERANGE WITH VERY DIFFERENT LIFESTORIES 3ADAF USES CONCEPTS PROVIDED BY 
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HER INFORMANTS AS ANALYTICAL TERMS n ESPECIALLY THE NOTION OF APNA WHICH 
ROUGHLY TRANSLATES AS @BELONGING TO PEOPLE LIKE US )N THIS REVEALING AND AT 
TIMES POIGNANT ARTICLE THE WOMEN HEROICALLY RESIST THE RESEARCHERS WELL
INTENTIONED EFFORTS TO COAX THEM TO EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS INDEPENDENTLY OF 
THOSE OF THEIR SONS HUSBANDS AND OTHER MALE RELATIVES TO WHOM 2IZVI IS 
CONSTANTLY BEING REFERRED
$AVID (ERBERTS ARTICLE SHOWS HOW ATTITUDES TOWARDS TERROR IN .ORTHERN 
)RELAND HAVE BEEN DEROMANTICIZED BY THE EVENTS OF  AND ITS AFTERMATH 
(E EMPHASIZES THE CROSSCUTTING LEGITIMACY OF THE ""# SEEN AS THE ONLY 
REASONABLY RELIABLE SOURCE OF NEWS IN THE 5+ BUT ALSO THE EXTENT TO WHICH 
NEWS OF TERRORIST EVENTS IN .ORTHERN )RELAND IS NOW KEPT OUT OF THE 5+ 
MEDIA BECAUSE IT NO LONGER SUITS THE NEW SECURITY POLICY AGENDA OF THE 
"RITISH GOVERNMENT
:AHBIA 9OUSUFS ARTICLE BASED ON INTERVIEWS WITH PEOPLE IN )NDIAN HOUSE 
HOLDS  IN ,ONDON AND .ORTHERN )RELAND MAKES  IMPORTANT COMPARATIVE 
POINTS ABOUT PLURAL IDENTIFICATIONS OVERLAPPING AND SOMETIMES CONFLICTING 
BETWEEN "RITISHNESS AND OTHER FORMS OF BELONGING 3HE EXAMINES HOW 
MULTILAYERED IDENTIFICATIONS SHAPE UNDERSTANDINGS AND FEELINGS OF AND TO
WARDS "RITISHNESS BELONGING AND CITIZENSHIP AND IMPACT ON JUDGEMENTS 
AND PERCEPTIONS OF THE LEGITIMACY OF STATE SECURITY POLICY
4HE  LAST  TWO ARTICLES REFLECT OUR CONCERN WITH TESTING EXPERIMENTAL 
METHODOLOGIES (ABIBA .OOR USES A MEDIA PRODUCTION SIMULATION EXERCISE 
WITH YOUNG -USLIM WOMEN IN ,ONDON AND .EW 9ORK IN ORDER TO EXPLORE 
PERCEPTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL NEWS MEDIA AND LOCAL AUDIENCES OR AS .OOR 
PUTS IT HOW THESE YOUNG WOMEN SITUATE THEMSELVES IN RELATION TO @A TRANS 
HISTORICAL DISCOURSE OF -USLIM REPRESENTATION 4HIS FORMS PART OF .OORS 
LARGER PROJECT IN WHICH DIVERSE RESEARCH SUBJECTS CONSTRUCTED THEIR OWN 
SEQUENCES OF VIDEO IMAGES AND SCRIPTED VOICEOVERS REGARDING THE )RAQ WAR 
6IDEOS CAN BE VIEWED ON THE PROJECT WEBSITE WWWMEDIATINGSECURITYCOM	
!KIL !WANS REPORT  IS UNIQUE  IN NOT BEING BASED ON  INTERVIEWS (E 
ATTEMPTS A @VIRTUAL ETHNOGRAPHY OF @JIHADIST SITES -ANY SUCH SITES AS WELL 
AS THEIR VISITORS DESIGNERS AND SERVERS HAVE BEEN HARASSED AS PART OF THE 
WAR ON TERROR !NY SITE WHICH SURVIVES FOR A LONG TIME IS DEEMED BY VIRTUAL 
JIHADISTS TO BE #)!FUNDED AND THUS PART OF A CONSPIRACY TO PRESENT RADICAL 
-USLIMS AS THE MAIN ENEMIES OF 7ESTERN DEMOCRACY !WAN ARGUES THAT 
UNDERSTANDABLE FEELINGS OF FRUSTRATION FEAR RAGE AND UPSET REGARDING THE 
SUFFERINGS OF )SLAMIC COMMUNITIES WORLDWIDE CANNOT SIMPLY BE @SHUT DOWN 
/THER MORE VIOLENT FORMS OF EXPRESSION MAY BECOME MORE ATTRACTIVE IF 
THE VIRTUAL JIHADIST MOVEMENT IS BLOCKED !CTS OF INTERNET COMMUNICATION 
ARE NOT VIOLENT IN THEMSELVES THOUGH JIHADIST VISUAL AND TEXTUAL CONTENTS 
MAY BE !WAN DOUBTS WHETHER EXPOSURE TO JIHADIST SITES COULD EVER @TURN 
ANYONE INTO A TERRORIST BUT WHEN STATE VIOLENCE IS CONDONED SOME WILL 
DEEM RETALIATORY VIOLENCE BY NONSTATE ACTORS LEGITIMATE n VIOLENCE BREEDS 
VIOLENCE
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&INALLY  THREE PIECES BY %UROPEAN SCHOLARS  RESPOND TO  THE RESEARCH 
REPORTS 4HE AIM IS TO EXPAND THE POLITICAL AND INTELLECTUAL RESONANCES OF 
THIS VOLUME BEYOND THE 5+ (ELEN (INTJENS WRITING FROM 4HE (AGUE 
EXPRESSES DISMAY AT THE @BESIEGED SITUATION OF MINORITIES AND THE EXCLU
SIONARY FORMS OF CITIZENSHIP IN THE @BRAVE NEW %UROPE AS ITS FORTRESS WALLS 
ARE DRAWN NOT JUST AROUND BUT EVERYWHERE WITHIN 3HE VIEWS THE ARTICLES AS 
SUGGESTING THAT CITIZENS ARE INCREASINGLY OBJECTS AND TARGETS OF PROPAGANDA 
RATHER THAN INFORMED BY NEWS MEDIA AND THAT DECLINING STATE LEGITIMACY 
CANNOT EASILY BE RESTORED
!RND-ICHAEL .OHL WRITING FROM (AMBURG FROM A MEDIA EDUCATION 
PERSPECTIVE ADDRESSES THE ISSUE OF WHAT CONSTITUTES LEARNING FROM NEWS 
AND THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NEWS MEDIA AUDIENCES AND THE DELIBERATIVE 
PRACTICES OF PUBLICS AND CITIZENS 4HE STUDY OF MEDIATED DEMOCRATIC EN
GAGEMENT REQUIRES AN ANALYSIS OF INFORMAL AS WELL AS FORMAL PROCESSES OF 
DELIBERATION AND THEIR IMPACT (E ARGUES THAT THE CONCEPT OF @CULTURES OF 
MEDIA PRACTICE AND OF @MEDIABILDUNG ARE USEFUL IF WE ARE TO GRASP THE 
CREATIVE AND TRANSFORMATIVE POTENTIAL OF INFORMAL LEARNING FROM NEWS
&INALLY 7ERNER 3CHIFFAUER WRITING FROM "ERLIN POINTS TO THE TROUBL 
ING CONVERGENCE OF EXCLUSIONARY STATE PRACTICES AND POLICIES DIRECTED AT 
%UROPEAN -USLIMS DESPITE SHARP DISTINCTIONS IN APPROACHES TO MULTICUL
TURALISM IN THE 5+ AND 'ERMANY 4HIS CONVERGENCE HE ARGUES AIMS AT 
AN EXCLUSIONARY %UROPEAN IDENTITY PREMISED ON A POLARIZATION BETWEEN 
-USLIMS AND NON-USLIMS (E  TOO  SEES  THE REPORTS AS  REFLECTING THE 
INCREASINGLY PRECARIOUS AND PROVISIONAL QUALITY OF THE CITIZENSHIP STATUS OF 
RACIALIZED MINORITIES )S A RETREAT INTO DEFENSIVE IDENTITIES AND A RELUCTANCE 
TO ENTER INTO PUBLIC DEBATE SURPRISING IN THIS CONTEXT .O !ND DOES THIS 
NOT UNDERMINE THE VERY IDEA OF MULTICULTURAL DEMOCRACY AND CITIZENSHIP 
3ADLY OUR RESEARCH GIVES US REASON TO THINK THAT THIS IS THE CASE 9ET THE 
PASSION WITH WHICH THE NEW POLITICS OF SECURITY IS CONTESTED OFFERS A  MEAS
URE OF HOPE FOR THE FUTURE
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!GE  &REQUENCY  0ERCENTAGE
n    
n    
n    
n    
n    
n    
    
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%AST !SIA    
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     
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